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Find all real zeros of the function y=-3x 9

This message means that the Web site is having trouble loading external resources. If you're behind a web filter, make sure kastatic.org *.kasandbox.org and *.4 are unblocked. Sign in or register to add comments. Sign in or register to add comments. (((x3) - 3x2 - 3x) - 9 = 0 2.1 x3-3x2-3x-9 is not a perfect cube for pull
factors: 2.2 factoring: x3-3x2-3x-9 carefully split the representations into groups by hand, Each group:Group 1: -3x-9 Group 2: -3x2 + x3 taken out of each group separately: Group 1: (x + 3) • (-3)Group 2: (x-3) • (x2)Bad News! Factoring to pull failure: Groups have no common factors and cannot be added to form
multiplication. Polynomial Root Calculator: 2.3:F (x) = x3-3x2-3x-9 Find the root (zero) of the polynomical root calculator F (x)=0 rational A set of methods where the root test aims to find the value of x, one of the tools mentioned above; it will find a reasonable root, which is a number X that can only be expressed as a
share of two integers, if rational root theorem is a multinomial zero for the rational number P/Q, P is a factor in the trailing constant and Q is a factor in the main coefficient in this case The leading coefficient is 1, and the trailing constant is 1: it is the cause of our dosing.  P Q/Q F (P/Q) Divitor -1 1 -1.00 -10.00 -3 1 -3.00 -
54.00 -9 9 1 -9.00 -9.00 -954.00 1 1 1 1.00 -14.00 3 1 3.00 -1 18.00 9 1 9.9.00 00 450.00 Polygon root calculator found no rational root equation at the end of step 2: x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 9 = 0 Step 3: 3 Cubic Equation: 3.1 Solved x3-3x2-3x-9 = 0 Future releases will directly solve the equations of tiger arsuary. Meanwhile, we
use the Bisection method to approximate one real solution. Approximate root muscle root root using both-end method:Now use both-end methods to approximate one of the solutions. The two-end method is an iterative procedure that approximates the root (the root is another name for the solution in the equation). This
feature is the same as F(x) = x3 - 3x2 - 3x - 9At x= 4.00 F(x), and x= 5.00 F(x) is intuitively the same as 26.00F(x). And because F (x) is negative on one side of the gap and positive on the other, the F (x) inside this gap is to find the 0 procedure :(1) F (left)&lt; point. Find the point 'right' and calculate the F (right) &gt; 0(3)
intermediate point [left, right] (4) calculated value = F (center) (5) value is 0 Next step (7) Other face: If the value is 0 &lt; : left &lt;- intermediate value &gt; 0: right &lt;-middle (6) loopback step (3)). The approximation found is MiddleFollow Middle movements to understand how it works : Left Value(Left) Right Value(Right)
4.000000000 -5.000000000 5.000000000 26.000000000 0.000000000 -9.000000000 5.000000000 26.000000000 2.500000000 -19.625000000 5.000000000 26.000000000 3.750000000 -9.703125000 5.000000000 26.000000000 3.750000000 -9.703125000 4.375000000 4.193359375 4.062500000 -3.652099609
4.375000000 4.193359375 4.062500000 -3.652099609 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.140625000 -1.866115570 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.179687500 -0.930172443 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.199218750 -0.451306641 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.208984375 -0.209130622 4.218750000 0.034881592
4.213867188 -0.087354389 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.216308594 -0.026293911 4.218750000 0.034881592 4.216308594 -0.026293911 4.217529297 0.004279457 4.216918945 -0.011010822 4.217529297 0.004279457 4.217224121 - 0.003366581 4.217529297 0.004279457 4.217224121 -0.003366581
4.217376709 0.000456213 4.217300415 -0.001455240 4.217376709 0.000456213 4.217338562 -0.000499528 4.217376709 0.000456213 4.217357635 -0.000021661 4.217376709 0.000456213 4.217357635 -0.000021661 4.217367172 0.000217275 4.217357635 -0.000021661 4.217362404 0.000097807
4.217357635 -0.000021661 4.217360020 0.000038073 4.217357635 -0.000021661 4.217358828 0.000008206     Next Middle will get us close enough to zero : F(4.217358530) 0.00000739 솔루션의 원하는 근사치는 x ≓ 4.217358530 노트, ≓ 근사치 기호 1가지 해결책이 발견되었다: x ≓ 4.217358530 4.21735858555.00
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